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Tables Commonly Used

Arlington Table with Guitar
Pic shaped table top

Coby Apron Table

Union 2 Table
Table in Photo: Union 2 Tables on Locking Casters in Bar Height and Arlington Laptop Tables

School structures offer a unique opportunity as they can often double as community centers and serve as shelters in
the event of an emergency or natural disaster. With technology leading the forefront of cultural change, K‐12 schools
are being overhauled and a new model is emerging. There is a huge desire for schools to embrace more
contemporary spaces that inspire new ways of learning. So, the design of these new education spaces often shares
more of the visuals of branded corporate projects than of traditional schools. Spaces tend to be more sophisticated
with impactful use of color to support school spirit and a sense of community and place.
Flexible, agile spaces that reconfigure are required to allow for diverse functions throughout the day; hence, the
increasing popularity of open plan classrooms that flow from one space to another. Schools also need to provide
quiet zones for individual study as well as social interactive spaces that accommodate students working in groups or
just socializing. Many schools now include a large Maker Space that provides for either a STEM, project, or media lab,
fostering innovation at all levels. Multiple break and study rooms are typically spaced throughout the building that
can be used for a variety of individual or group functions.

